
TLM1) is a signage solution that the LEDs are mounted on a transparent electrode film.
TLM provides the excellent value to customers such as interior and magical effect, easy installation, flexibility and many conveniences.

1) TLM : Transparent LED Sheet Module

LGE Transparent LED Film
Introduction of Transparent LED Solution 



High Transparency

High transparency*(73%) allows glass to remain visible even after attaching 

the film, with no adverse effects on the original design. When the LED is 

OFF, the film is unnoticeable, blending into the glass completely. 

Full Color Expression

LG Color Transparent LED film delivers a surprisingly wide range of colors 

using a 15 ~60 mm pitch, while still maintaining a high transparency.

Applications are not confined to delivering simple brand logos or pictograms, 

but can be extended to display an entire video or pictures in which various 

colors combinations are possible.

* 73% transparency is similar to that of a car’s tinted front window

KEY FEATURES



Easy Space Innovation

Scalability and Flexibility

The size and layout of the film can be 

redesigned in many ways, according to the 

user's wishes. It can be expanded by adding 

more films, or cut vertically to meet size 

requirements.

Potential problems are easily solved by 

simply replacing individual LED film panels 

affected by faults.

Low-Maintenance

Potential problems are easily solved by simply 

replacing individual

LED film panels affected by faults.

Self-Adhesive

The transparent LED film is self-adhesive and 

doesn’t require specialist skills for installation. 

The film is simply attached to existing 

surfaces and can easily be detached, saving 

time and money

Curved Format Supported

The transparent LED film supports curvatures 

up to 1,100R convex and concave for curved 

glass or window applications. This allows a 

wider range of venues to be redesigned as a 

landmark

KEY FEATURES



Item Pitch 60㎜ Pitch 30㎜/31㎜ Pitch 20㎜ Pitch 15㎜

Dimension
480㎜ × 600㎜ × 1.3㎜

482㎜ × 482㎜ × 1.3㎜
500㎜ × 496㎜ × 1.3㎜

500㎜ × 496㎜ × 0.9㎜ 300㎜ × 600㎜ × 0.6㎜

(W× H × D)

Weight 460g 367g 300g -

LED Type

Color

Color R, G, B 3in1 PKG

(SMD1615-0.5T)

Color R, G, B 3in1 

R, G, B 3in1 PKG(SMD3528-0.7T) Nude PKG

Resolution 8 × 10 16 x 16 24 x 24 40 x 20

Pixels per Panel 80 256 576 800

Pixel Density[point/㎡] 278 1,024 2,304 4,450

Brightness[cd/LED] > 4,000 > 4,000 TBD > 1,400

Viewing Angle 120 120 - 120

Transmittance ≥ 73% ≥ 73% ≥ 50% ≥ 70%

Power Consumption 20W 52W TBD 40W

LED Lift Time 30,000hr 30,000hr 30,000hr 30,000hr

SPECIFICATIONS



Linear Type Mesh Type LED Panel Type

Night Time : Outside Day Time : Inside

PRODUCT COMPARISON 

Unlike conventional led signboard types, it provides high transparency to enhance the sense of openness inside the building.



APPLICATIONS 

Hand Rail

It can be installed on handrail and balconies where it is difficult to install led displays.



APPLICATIONS 

Media wall

Produced as a wall type, it is possible to promote public information and advertisements.



APPLICATIONS 

Exterior fasade

It can be installed on the exterior of a building to increase the value of a building and promote various public information and

advertisements..



APPLICATIONS 

Others

It can be installed in many different places..




